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LUKOIL MACEDONIA HOSTS THE COMPETITION "BEST AT THEIR
PROFESSION"
This June, LUKOIL Makedonija has hosted the first stage of the competition called
“Best at their profession” for the following positions: filling station operator (receipt
and recording incoming petroleum products) and filling station operator (filling
station market sales assistant). This particular section of the competition was
attended by a total of 43 competitors, that is, two participants from each filling
station.
The competition comprised of two stages. In the first stage of the competition, all
competitors were tested to check their knowledge in Company's rules and
standards, their ability to work in line with the rules applying to the additional array
of products and services, as well as their merchandising skills.
The second stage of the competition focused on a practical test to check
competitors' knowledge and skills in working with petroleum products at specific
temperature and density, their ability to draft documents and their skills in
delivering services to clients at LUKOIL's filling stations, as well.
LUKOIL Makedonija’s "Best at their profession” competition was organized for the
fourth time.
Back in 2015, LUKOIL Makedonija participated at the eight "Best at their
profession” competition for professional skills organized for all the organizations
within the LUKOIL Group which took place in Ufa, Bashkortostan.
Based on the results obtained in 2017, the best individuals in their respective
category of competition were as follows:
- Filling station operator (receipt and recording incoming petroleum products):
1. Aleksandar Runtevski, FS Kamnik
2. Borche Jakovlevski FS Prilep
3. Ankica Zlatevska FS Aerodrom

- Filling station operator (filling station market sales assistant):
1. Milena Bogdanovska FS Kumanovo 1
2. Julija Blazheska FS Ohrid
3. Viktorija Trajkoska FS Bitola 1
Our best competitors will represent LUKOIL Makedonija at the 9th competition
which will take place in Perm this August.

